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Tremont Tavern 

"Friendly Neighborhood Bar"

If you're looking for a friendly neighborhood bar with plenty of delicious

beers on tap and some tasty grub to fill your belly, then head to Tremont

Tavern. 21 beers on tap and over 100 more in bottles ensure that everyone

can find something they like. Every night of the week is something special

going on, whether it be trivia night or just a beer and burger special. Stop

in and check it out for yourself.

 +1 423 266 1996  www.tremonttavern.com/  1203 Hixson Pike, Chattanooga TN
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The Honest Pint 

"Enjoy Irish Hospitality!"

The Honest Pint is an Irish restaurant and bar that perfectly fuses

American and Irish styles of cooking. It prides itself in serving actual pints,

unlike some drinking establishments serving a little less than a pint, and,

hence is aptly named The Honest Pint. Patrons can savor traditional Irish

dishes with a touch of American flavor, thereby infusing innovation in the

menu. The drinks menu perfectly complements the lavish food and

features Irish whiskeys, scotch, Irish beers, craft beers and so forth. That's

not all, a juke box, live music concerts, dart boards, and pool tables make

for a great entertainment platter; there is never a single dull moment here.

While you are in town, do head to The Honest Pint and enjoy Irish

hospitality.

 +1 423 468 4192  thehonestpint.com/  info@thehonestpint.com  35 Patten Parkway,

Chattanooga TN
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Hair of the Dog Pub 

"Beers Galore"

A friendly, casual place to go for a drink and a bite to eat among friends is

something every city needs. Hair of the Dog Pub is just that for

Chattanooga. The food here consists of pub classics which are made from

scratch including Rock Shrimp Hushpuppies, Reuben Rolls, Caesar Salad,

Fish n' Chips and the Pub Burger. However, it is the sheer variety of beers

which are found here which keep people coming back for more. Over 50

types of beer are offered on tap alone with even more varieties being

served in bottles.

 +1 423 265 4615  hairofthedogpub.net  334 Market Street, Chattanooga TN
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Chattanooga Billiard Club

Downtown 

"Serious Billiards"

Any bar can serve a drink, but the Billiard Club Downtown is so much

more than just a bar. Competitive pool players can join one of the

tournament leagues or simply show off their skills on one of the 13 tables.

The novice need not feel intimidated because there are enough tables for

players of all skill levels to enjoy a game without people looking on.

Though designed around the billiard tables, the bar also features an

extensive beer selection and fairly good sandwiches and burgers.

 +1 423 267 7740  www.cbcburns.com/  725 Cherry Street, Chattanooga TN
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Flying Squirrel Bar 

"Gastropub & Beyond"

The Flying Squirrel is a modern and friendly gastropub located Downtown.

Choose from any of the Squirrel's many areas, from the pleasant patio to

the huge, light bar or the upstairs lounge area. The bar has an

impressively curated draft beer list, not to mention the delicious specialty

cocktails. To accompany the libations, choose from the menu full of

contemporary small plates and tapas. If you're looking for a fun night out

in a comfortable place, head down to the Flying Squirrel

 +1 423 602 5980  flyingsquirrelbar.com/  55 Johnson Street, Chattanooga TN
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Urban Stack 

"Burger Nirvana"

Bourbon and burgers. What could be better? Urban Stack proves that the

answer to that question is just this: nothing. The menu is full with an

ample selection of special burgers with amazing toppings. Choose from

the New Mexico green chile cheeseburger, the fried green tomato burger

or classic bacon cheeseburger. If you're looking for something a little

alternative, you can also choose from turkey burgers, veggie and vegan

patties. Don't miss out on sampling some of the amazing appetizers either

while you enjoy a nice pour of a delicious bourbon.

 +1 423 475 5350  urbanstack.com/  12 West 13th Street, Chattanooga TN
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